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QUESTION 1

What is the main difference between brand marketing and direct response marketing within Facebook? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. With brand marketing, Facebook tries to maximize conversions. 

B. With brand marketing, Facebook tries to maximize impressions, reach and frequency. 

C. With direct marketing, Facebook tries to minimize website conversions. 

D. With direct marketing, Facebook tries to maximize mobile app installs. 

E. Brand marketing is for top of the funnel marketing. 

F. Direct Response is for top of the funnel marketing. 

Correct Answer: E 

Brand marketing is geared towards top of the funnel marketing. In other words, cold audiences or new 

markets that have not interacted with a brand or product. 

Marketers are looking to optimize scalability and reach. They are NOT optimizing for specific conversions; 

only reach, frequency and budget. 

Direct Response marketing is geared towards the bottom of the funnel marketing. In other words, warm 

audiences or users who have interacted with your website, Fan Page or mobile app. 

Marketers are looking to optimize for specific results: online sale, lead acquisition, and so on. 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the requirements for a business to open a "Shop" on their Fan Page? 

Select 4 that apply. 

A. Sell physical items 

B. Agree with Facebook\\'s merchant terms 

C. Have an ad account 

D. Link to valid bank account 

E. Have a TIN 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

If you have a Facebook business Page, you can add a shop. You can use this section on your Page to list 
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products you\\'re selling and connect with more customers on Facebook. 

While any business can have a shop, this feature is best for merchants, retail and eCommerce advertisers. 

We recommend it for businesses selling apparel, beauty, accessories (including bags and luggage), home 

furnishings, and baby or kids products. But other types of businesses can still use a shop to reach more 

people on Facebook. 

Requirements to have a shop 

Your Facebook shop must: 

Sell physical items 

Agree with our Merchant Terms 

Link to a valid bank account 

Have a Tax Identification Number (TIN) 

 

QUESTION 3

Your client is launching an online course. From previous experience, they\\'ve realize that in order to maximize online
sales, they need to run a campaign 1 month before with various 15-second long videos so that people familiarize with
the new course. 

Here are your campaign requirements for the campaign you are launching to build the awareness needed before
converting users through the website: 

They want for people to show the video twice every 7 days You have a video creative 15-seconds long They want to
optimize for video views 

How should you set up the campaign? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Buy through the reach and frequency and set a frequency of 2 every 7 days. 

B. Buy through the auction, select the reach objective and set a frequency of 2 every 7 days. 

C. Buy through the auction, select the brand awareness objective and set a frequency of 2 every 7 days. 

D. Buy through the auction, select the video view objective, optimize for ThruPlay and set a frequency of 2 every 7
days. 

E. Buy through the auction, select the video view objective, optimize for 10-seconds view and set a frequency of 2 every
7 days. 

Correct Answer: E 
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QUESTION 4

You\\'ve been working on a reach and frequency campaign for your client. 

You launch the campaign at 8 AM. It\\'s 3 PM, and you realize you need to change your audience. 

How can you fix this? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. You can go into the ad-set and just change the audience. 

B. You need to build a new ad-set with the different audience. 

C. You need to cancel current ad set and launch a new ad set with the fix. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reach and frequency campaigns have a grace period of 6 hours. After that time, you will have to create a new one and
re-launch it as Facebook can\\'t keep your fixed price. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which strategy should you recommend to meet the client\\'s goals? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Interest and lookalike audiences. 

B. Custom Audiences and Carousel. 

C. Audience Network and Custom Audiences. 

D. Custom audiences and Lookalike audiences. 

Correct Answer: D 

Every time you work with a new client, your best audiences will always be Custom Audiences and Lookalike Audiences.
For physical locations, you want to re-market to existing customer databases.You want to use a custom audience of
people who have already bought at the store to promote re-purchases. You then want to use this database and use a
similar/lookalike audience so that you can bring new potential customers over. Because you are using Facebook offline
events, you can even segment people based on long-term value of sales. The last audience you should be using is a
saved/core audience, but you should always start with the other two first. 
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